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Energy exchange in collisions of intrinsic localized modes
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Energy transfer process is examined numerically for the binary collision of intrinsic localized modes~ILMs!
in the Fermi-Pasta-Ulamb lattice. Unlike ‘‘solitons’’ in the integrable systems, ILMs exchange their energy in
collision due to the discreteness effect. The mechanism of this energy exchange is examined in detail, and it is
shown that the phase difference is the most dominant factor in the energy exchange process and, generally
speaking, the ILM with advanced phase absorbs energy from the other. Heuristic model equations which
describe the energy transfer of ILMs are proposed by considering the ILMs as interacting ‘‘particles.’’ The
results due to these equations agree qualitatively very well with those of the numerical simulations. In some
cases, the relation between the phase difference of the ILMs and the transferred energy becomes singular,
which may be regarded as one of the major mechanisms responsible for the generation of ‘‘chaotic breathers.’’
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first report by Sievers and Takeno@1#, the in-
trinsic localized mode~ILM ! has been studied extensively b
many researchers not only numerically but also analytic
@2#. The ILM is a localized excitation which appears in no
linear discrete systems in various fields of physics such
material science, optics, and electrical engineering@3,4#. It is
excited by a balance between nonlinearity and discreten
and its frequency is located out of the linear dispersion ba
Unlike the impurity localized mode being fixed on impur
ties, ILMs can appear at arbitrary position of the syste
Adding to these stationary ILMs, it is expected that movi
ILMs such as soliton exist@5#. But a moving ILM, in gen-
eral, loses its energy as it propagates in the system due t
so-called Peierls-Nabarro~PN! potential which results from
the discreteness of the system@6#. Moving ILMs can be
stopped by this potential barrier when the discretenes
large enough@7#. Exact solutions of moving ILMs have no
been found, but long-lived moving ILMs appear in vario
numerical calculations with Fermi-Pasta-Ulam~FPU! lattice,
because the PN potential in the FPU lattice is relativ
small. This fact indicates an apparent stability of a sin
moving ILM in the FPU system. It is natural to questio
what happens in the collision of moving ILMs. Howeve
interaction~or collision! processes of moving ILMs have no
yet been clarified and still remain an interesting problem
be studied.

It is well known that long-wavelength phenomena in la
tice systems are described approximately by evolution eq
tions in the continuum framework. Although the displac
ment of particles of the ILM is optical-mode-like, that i
un5(21)nan , its envelopean can be described by the non
linear Schro¨dinger ~NLS! type equation. Solitons in inte
grable systems such as the NLS equation do not suffer
plitude changes in the collisions, but those in t
nonintegrable systems affect each other by collision.
cently, Dmitrievet al. reported inelastic collisions of soliton
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in perturbed NLS equations@8–10#. They examined the
change of velocity of two solitons numerically. They foun
that the solitons exchange their energies, and this excha
depends on the phase difference before the collision. In
equal energy~amplitude! case, the change of velocity wit
respect to the phase differenceDF becomes irregular nea
DF50. On the other hand, the velocity does not chan
~therefore elastic collision! in the case ofDF5p. In the
region of the irregular change, the fractal pattern in the
locity change was observed, which is due to the short-liv
two-soliton bound state. Also, the discreteness affects
behavior of solitons in collision process. For example, C
et al. reported that there are two states which interlacin
appear depending on the incoming velocity before the co
sion, that is, the bound state and the escape@11#. These two
states appear not only in the case of equal amplitude w
symmetry, but also in the case of different amplitude.
investigate collision processes of ILMs, on which we foc
in this paper, will be an interesting problem because the
creteness can lead to behaviors differing from continu
solitons.

One of the characteristic properties of ILMs due to th
discreteness is the symmetry difference. Unlike solito
there are two modes possible for a stationary ILM, one w
its peak of amplitude on the particle~Sievers-Takeno mode!
@1# and the other on the center of the two particle~Page
mode! @12#. Moving ILMs can take intermediate mode whil
they progress from particle to particle. It is expected that
collision of ILMs is more complex than that of usual solito
because of this symmetry difference.

Chaotic breathers~CBs! might be one of the most inter
esting phenomena in the dynamics of the ILMs in latti
systems@13–16#. The modulational instability from the high
est frequency mode (p mode! generates a number of ILM
and their collisions lead to a large amplitude single ILM wi
an extreme energy localization. Many ILMs excited by t
modulational instability collide with each other random
and exchange their energy. The number of the ILMs
creases and the amplitudes of remaining ILMs become la
in time, then only one ILM with large amplitude survive
and propagates in an erratic way~in this sense this single
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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YUSUKE DOI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066608 ~2003!
ILM is called chaotic breather! and it gathers about 90% o
the whole energy of the system. Finally, this ILM collaps
and the system goes to an equipartition state in which en
is transferred to lower frequency modes.

The mechanism has also been proposed to explain
only one ILM grows through the collisional process. If th
ILM which has larger energy absorbs energy of smaller IL
after many successive collisions, the ILM which has the la
est energy comes to get most energy of the system.
explanation is supported by some numerical simulations
which a larger ILM is set to collide with three small ILM
~also in Ref.@13#!. The statistical analysis of the transferre
energy in the collisional process in the Klein-Gordon syst
has shown in Refs.@17,18# that the larger ILMs prefer to
become larger after collision in almost all cases.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify detailed mech
nisms of energy transfer between ILMs in the binary co
sion. To do so, we examine the collision of two ILMs and w
discuss the relation between the ILM’s growth in the C
formation process and the energy transfer in collision of t
ILMs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the mo
that we consider is explained. In Sec. III, the numeri
method and the definition of parameters are presented
Sec. IV, results of the numerical simulation of the collision
ILMs are shown, classifying into three cases:~a! same en-
ergy,~b! small energy difference, and~c! large energy differ-
ence. In Sec. V, the mechanisms of energy transfer are
cussed by proposing model equations to compare w
numerical results in Sec. IV. The mechanisms of ene
transfer are also discussed in relation to CBs. Conclud
remarks are given in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL

We consider the one-dimensional Fermi-Pasta-Ulamb
~FPU b) chain of particles with unit mass. Each partic
interacts only with its nearest-neighbor particles. The Ham
tonian of the system is given by

H5(
n

F u̇n
2

2
1

a

2
~un112un!21

b

4
~un112un!4G , ~1!

whereun represents the displacement of thenth particle from
equilibrium point,a and b represent harmonic and anha
monic coefficients of interparticle reaction, respectively. T
equations of motion can be derived from Eq.~1! to yield

ün5a~un2122un1un11!1b~un212un!3

1b~un112un!3. ~2!

In this paper we seta51 and b54 in all the numerical
simulations. Note that the system considered here is
k2-k4 system for which the ILM was first studied by Sieve
and Takeno@1#. Since ILMs in this system have basic an
important properties of ILMs, we investigate, in this pap
the collisional process based on this system. Adding to t
we examine the collision of ILMs only in the case of ha
potential. We do not consider the case of soft potentialk4
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,0) but ILMs do not exist in the FPU system with so
potential. Therefore, our results can be generic at least wi
the FPUb system.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The ILMs that we use in simulations are generated b
preliminary calculation. In this calculation, the following dis
turbance is added to the system as initial conditions:

uN/22152
a0

2
, u̇(N/2)215w,

uN/25a0 , u̇N/250,

uN/21152
a0

2
, u̇N/21152w,

ui50, u̇i50 ~ i otherwise!. ~3!

After some time evolution, moving ILMs are excited d
pending on the amplitudea0 and kicking parameterw. We
extract them as numerical data and stock them to use for
simulations. The relation between energy and frequency
ILMs is shown in Fig. 1~a!, and that between energy an
width is also shown in Fig. 1~b!. We can see that these ILM
can be arranged in one family.

Here, we define energyE and regionR of ILMs. First, the
energy of each particle,en , is defined as

en5 1
2 uṅ

21 1
2 ~vn211vn!, ~4!

wherevn21 and vn are potential energies between thenth
particle and its nearest-neighbor particles on both sides g
as

vn5
a

2
~un112un!21

b

4
~un112un!4. ~5!

We find the maximum particle energy of the ILM, sayemax.
The regionR of the ILM is defined as the range of particle
aroundemax whose particle energy is larger than some cr
cal value eb . Then the energyE of the ILM is the total
energy of the particles in such a region given as

E5 (
nPR

en ,

R5$nuen.eb%. ~6!

We choose 1% of the maximum particle energyemax aseb to
determine the regionR, that is,

eb50.01emax. ~7!

Note that this value can vary in time and affects the wid
and the energy of the ILM, sinceemax can vary in time. From
this point of view, this ratio is preferred to be smaller. But
the ratio is too small,eb becomes smaller than the energy
the ~linear! ripples and the width of ILM becomes extraord
8-2
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ENERGY EXCHANGE IN COLLISIONS OF INTRINSIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066608 ~2003!
nary long. The choice of 1% critical value is found to be
suitable one in subsequent calculations.

We now define the phase of ILMs. In contrast to usu
solitons, each particle in ILMs vibrates in opposite pha
with respect to the nearest-neighbor particles. To rem
such opposite displacements, for convenience, we introd
the following variable transformation:

ūn5~21!nun . ~8!

Then we define the phasefn of the nth particle as

fn5tan21S u̇̄n

ūn

D . ~9!

In the case of stationary ILM,fn’s of the particles in the
ILM take perfectly the same value. On the other hand, in
case of moving ILM,fn’s are not perfectly the same, bu
deviate from the phase of the center particle of the IL
However, deviations are small, i.e.,

max$ufn2fcenteru,nPR%!2p. ~10!

FIG. 1. Relation between ILMs’ energy and~a! frequency and
~b! width, wherevd denotes the highest frequency of the line
dispersion band (p mode!.
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So we can regard the phase of the ILM,F, as that of the
center particle of the ILM.

Next, we show the way of the simulation. Initially, tw
ILMs separated at some distance are introduced into the
tem so that they approach. Hereafter, the ILM introduced
the left side is called modeM1 and that on the right side
modeM2. Other parameters such as energyE, phaseF, etc.,
are also labeled by the same rule. Initial amplitudes of
ILMs are varied from small to large and phase are a
changed from 0 to 2p at each set ofE1 , E2. We pursue the
ILMs colliding and interacting until they are separated
enough distance. Various phases are taken as ILM’s in
condition, so that the phase difference of two ILMs wh
they collide can change from 0 to 2p. We examine tempora
evolutions of ILMs’ position, amplitude~energy!, frequency,
and phase in the whole time of calculations. The sixth-or
symplectic integration method was used for numerical in
gration of Eq.~2!.

Note that the collision point of the ILMs can be chang
depending on the initial conditions, so that it is not restrict
on-site or intersite. Because ILMs change their shapes
symmetry as they propagate in the system, we would get
result for any collision point by calculating with various in
tial conditions. No significant difference was seen from t
view of difference of collision point.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical results are shown by classifying into thr
cases depending on the energy differences in two ILMs,
~a! same energy,~b! small energy difference, and~c! large
energy difference. The results are given as follows.

A. Same energy case

We examine the collision dynamics of ILMs which hav
the same energyE15E2. First, we show the result in the
case that two ILMs have the same phaseF15F2. In this
case, two ILMs fuse at an instance of collision. Howev
behaviors of ILMs after fusion drastically differ dependin
on whether two ILMs are antisymmetric~mirror symmetric!
or not.

Figure 2 shows these dynamics as the position of IL
and energy intensity contour of each particle. In the antisy
metric case@Fig. 2~a!#, two ILMs continue to interact and
form a kind of bound state. That is, two ILMs repeat the st
of fusion and the state of separation. Adding to this, ILMs
not move from the position where they collide. This sta
seems to be a bound state of ILMs similar to the one repo
in Ref. @19#.

In other cases, two ILMs are separated away after fus
Figure 2~b! shows one of those cases. After the collision, t
energies of the ILMs are no longer the same (E1ÞE2). Two
ILMs exchange their energies while they collide. Therefo
the velocity, frequency, and phase of two ILMs become d
ferent from those before the collision.

Second, we show the case of two ILMs with differe
phases (F1ÞF2). Here we define the phase differenceDF
as
8-3
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YUSUKE DOI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066608 ~2003!
DF5F22F1 . ~11!

The range ofDF is 2p/2,DF,p/2. WhenDF.0, the
phase of the right ILM (F2) is advanced and whenDF
,0, it is delayed. We change the initial phase of one IL
from 0 to 2p by 2p/200. The energy of ILM,E (5E1
5E2), is varied from 0.20 to 0.60 by 0.05. Here we sho
three results for the cases~1! DF5p/2, ~2! DF52p/2,
and ~3! DF5p, with E50.60.

The result in the case ofDF5p/2 is shown in Fig. 3~a!.
In collisional process,M1 gives some energy toM2. After
the interaction, two ILMs are repelled away. As a result
energy transfer, frequency and velocity of the two ILM
change to other values. Then the phase differenceDF
changes in time at a constant rate.

In the case ofDF52p/2, being contrary to the case o
DF51p/2, M2 gives some energy toM1. The changes of
frequency and velocity are just contrary to the case ofDF
5p/2. These behaviors are shown in Fig. 3~b!.

FIG. 2. Energy contour for the collision of two ILMs. Tempor
changes of ILMs’ energy and position are shown. Energies of
ILMs are the same (E15E250.60) and the phase differenceDF
50 at the instance of collision;~a! mirror-symmetric case and~b!
asymmetric case.
06660
f

In the case ofDF5p, that is, two ILMs are just out of
phase, they do not exchange energies. Even after collis
energy of ILMs areE185E2850.60 as is shown in Fig. 3~c!.
~Here and hereafter, a prime denotes a quantity after the
lision.! Therefore the frequencies of ILMs do not change a
the phase difference is kept asDF5p.

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the position and t
energy contour of particles of the ILMs corresponding to t
three cases shown in Fig. 3. Unlike the case ofDF50
shown in Fig. 2, the ILMs transfer energy and are repel
without merging.

We examine the relation between the energy of the IL
after collision and the phase difference at the collision. F
ure 5 shows such a relation for the caseE15E250.60. We
can see that the magnitude of transferred energy depend
the phase difference of the ILMs. The ILMs exchange th
energies maximum atDF50 ~except for perfectly antisym-
metric case as seen above!, and do not exchange the energi
at DF5p. WhenDF.0, E28 becomes larger thanE18 , and
whenDF,0, E18 becomes larger thanE28 . From this result,
we conclude that the ILM with advanced phase absorbs
ergy of the other ILM through collisional process.

Lastly, we check the relation of the transferred energy
the ILM’s energy. Even if the ILM’s energyE5E15E2 is
changed, the dependence of the transferred energy on
phase differenceDF is not changed. The ratio of the max
mum transferred energy~termed hereafter the energy e
change ratio! at DF50, i.e.,

DĒ85
uE282E18u

E181E28
~12!

with respect to the phase difference is shown in Fig. 6
different values of the ILM’s energyE. In the case with small
E, the energy exchange ratioDĒ8 increases as ILM’s energy
increases. However this variation becomes smaller asE be-
comes larger. The difference ofDĒ8 due to the magnitude o
E is much smaller than that due to the phase differen
Therefore the phase difference of the ILM causes the m
dominant effect on the energy exchange.

Figure 6 shows that, in a region aroundDF50, the en-
ergy exchange ratio varies irregularly and the difference
DĒ8 due to the magnitude ofE becomes larger than in th
other region. We examine the behaviors of ILMs in such
region in a sequel. It should be pointed out here that
dependence of transferred energy on phase difference
perturbed NLS system is considered in Ref.@8#, and also an
irregular behavior is found nearDF50. This property
seems to be caused by the same mechanism. Resonan
solitons, which forms a bound state of solitons, is also
ported in Ref.@11# but there is some difference from that
the FPU system, that is, the behavior of ILMs might chan
when symmetry of ILMs differs.

B. Small energy difference case

We show the result in the case whereE1ÞE2 and DĒ
5uE12E2u/(E11E2) is relatively small. Note that frequen

o

8-4
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of two
ILMs during collision. Left col-
umn represents temporal chang
of the energy of ILMs,E1 , E2,
and right column represents tha
of the phase difference,DF: ~a!
DF5p/2, ~b! DF52p/2, and
~c!DF5p.
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cies the ILMs are different att50, because ofE1ÞE2. The
phase difference of the ILMs may change in time even
fore collision. That is why we can not determine exactly t
phase difference at the very moment of the collision. H
we regard the phase difference as the value ofDF at t50.

We show four typical results in the case ofE150.20 and
E250.25 in Fig. 7. Differences in these results depend on
amount and sign of the phase differenceDF of the ILMs at
the moment of the collision:~a! p/2,DF,p, ~b! 0,DF
,p/2, ~c! 2p,DF,2p/2, and ~d! 2p/2,DF,0. In
each figure, left column shows the time evolution of t
ILMs’ energiesE1 andE2, right column shows the change o
the phase difference,DF, with time.

In the case~a! @Fig. 7~a!#, the ILMs begin to interact when
the phase ofM2 is advanced (DF.0) at t530. As we see
in the case of the same energy,M2 absorbs energy fromM1.
The phase differenceDF spreads untilDF5p, because of
E2.E1. The sign ofDF is reversed whenDF exceedsp
(t562). Now the phase ofM2 is behind that ofM1, so that
the energy ofM2 is absorbed byM1. When the ILMs are
apart enough not to interact (t5140), the energy become
the same (E185E2850.225) and the phase difference b
comes constant in time.
06660
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In the case~b!, the energy whichM2 absorbs fromM1

while DF.0 is larger than that in the case~a!. This is be-
cause the time duration fromt540 to t572 in which the
phase ofM2 is advanced is longer than the case~a!. When
t572, M2 gets the energy of 0.09 fromM1 which is about
six times larger than the case~a!. After DF becomes nega
tive, M2 loses its energy. When the ILMs do not interactt
583), energies of the ILMs areE1850.17 andE2850.28. As
a result, the energy of 0.3 moves fromM1 to M2 in the
collisional process.

In the case~c! @Fig. 7~c!#, the ILM’s interaction begins
when the phase difference is almostp, and the interaction
progresses in the stage when the phase ofM2 is in delay
(DF,0). M2 loses its energy and then, att575, the size of
the ILMs energy is interchanged. Therefore the ratio of
change of phase difference is also reversed. After the cha
in direction of energy transfer due to the change in the s
of DF, the interaction of the ILMs ends at aboutt5130.
The energies after collision becomeE1850.255 and E28
50.195 and, as a result, the energy of 0.055 transfers f
M2 to M1.

Finally, in the case~d! @Fig. 7~d!#, the ILMs begin to
interact when the phase difference isDF52p/2 (t535).
8-5
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YUSUKE DOI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066608 ~2003!
Interaction progresses in the same stage as in the third c
when the phase ofM2 is in delay, but the phase differenc
approaches more closer to 0 than that in the case~c!. There-
fore more energy is transferred fromM2 to M1 in this first
stage of collision because of the same reason mentione
the case~b!. Directions of the energy transfer are revers
due to the reversion of the sign ofDF at t581 and the
collisional process terminates att593 with E1850.3 andE28
50.15. As a result the energy of 0.1 moves fromM2 to M1,
which is about two times larger than that in the case~c!.

Figure 8 shows the temporal changes of ILM’s positi
exhibited by energy intensity contours. It can be seen
ILMs significantly affect each other when they approach
the case~b! and case~d!. Therefore this may be the reaso
for large energy transfer in these cases compared with
other cases.

FIG. 4. Energy contour for the collision of two ILMs. Same
Fig. 2 except forDFÞ0. Each figure corresponds to that in Fig.
06660
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We can summarize some differences in results betw
the case of the same energy and the case of small en
difference as follows.

~1! In the case of small energy difference,DF changes
even before the collision because of the energy differenc
two ILMs.

~2! Due to this nonzero change of the phase differen
dDF/dt before the collision~for example, 0.08232p rad/s
for the case ofE150.25,E250.25), the reversion of the sig
of DF can occur.

~3! Direction of energy transfer depends on the sign of
phase difference. Small energy difference can lead to
reversing of energy amount of ILMs. This reversion al
causes the change of the sign ofdDF/dt.

These factors lead to more complicated dynamics. In v
of the relation of the phase difference to the transferred
ergy ~Fig. 9!, we find the following differences which ma
be due to the temporal change of the phase difference.

~a! In the case ofE15E2, we can regard the peak of th
transferred energy as single peak (DF50). Whereas there
exist two peaks which belong to eitherE1.E2 or E1,E2.

~b! In the case with the same energy, the curve with
spect toDF and E1 ,E2 is symmetric about the pointDF
5p, but this symmetry is lost at any point in the case
E1ÞE2.

FIG. 5. Relation between phase difference at the instance
collision (DF) and the energies of ILMs after collision (E18 and
E28). Phase difference is normalized byp.

FIG. 6. Relation between the phase difference and the en

exchange ratioDĒ8.
8-6
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FIG. 7. Dynamics of two
ILMs during collision. Same as
Fig. 3 except for E150.20,E2

50.25. Four typical cases which
may depend on the phase diffe
ence at the instance of collisio
are shown:~a! p/2,DF,p, ~b!
0,DF,p/2, ~c! 2p,DF
,2p/2, and ~d! 2p/2,DF
,0.
ne
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We can see a discontinuous change of the energy
DF52p/2 in Fig. 9. This change seems to be equivalen
the irregular change of the transferred energy nearDF50 in
the same energy case~see Figs. 5 and 6!. We examine the
dynamics of the ILMs in this region in detail. One of th
results is shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the ILMs react m
strongly than in other cases, that is, they once fuse and
separated, and then they attract each other leading to re
lision. This behavior appears to be sensitive toDF at the
beginning of collision. We would be dealing with this poi
in detail in the following section.
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C. Large energy difference case

When the difference of the energy is large, the behavio
the ILMs is quite different from that shown above. We sho
a result for the case ofE150.20 andE250.60 in Fig. 11.
The change of the ILM’s position with time is also shown
Fig. 12.

We compare these results with those in other case
arrive at the following items.

~1! For the large energy difference case,DF changes in
time before the collision similarly as in the case of sm
energy.
8-7
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FIG. 8. Energy contour for the
collision of two ILMs. Same as
Fig. 4 except for E150.20,E2

50.25. Each figure correspond
to that in Fig. 7.
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~2! However, the change of the phase difference is fa
than the case of small energy~for example, dDF/dt
50.054132p rad/s for the case ofE150.20,E250.60).
Therefore the reversing of the phase advance can take p
more often than the case of small energy difference, and e
time duration in which energy transfers to one direction
comes shorter than the case of small energy.

~3! Therefore, reversings of the direction of energy tra
fer take place more often than the small energy case.
interchange of ILM’s energy does not occur because the
ergy difference is large and the transferred energy in e
stage is small due to its shorter time duration.

Therefore, in the case of large energy difference, ther
no significant difference in temporal energy changes am

FIG. 9. Relation between the phase differenceDF at the in-
stance of collision and energy of ILMs after collision. Same as F
5 except forE150.20,E250.25. Labels~a!–~d! denote the phase
difference corresponding to the cases~a!–~d! in Fig. 7 and label (*)
denotes phase difference where multiple collision occurs~corre-
sponding to Fig. 10!.
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the results for different values of the initial phase differen
Note that the maximum energy which is exchanged in t
process is about 0.1, but the resultant change of energy
collision is much smaller than 0.1 in almost all the ca
owing to repeated reversings of the direction.

The relation of the phase difference to the transferred
ergy is shown in Fig. 13. Comparing with other cases, th
are some differences, given as follows.

~1! Dependence of the energy on the phase differe
shows that the transferred energy is nearly zero in m
cases, but a larger ILM becomes larger in many cases. A
ing to this, reversion of the magnitude of ILM’s energy do
not take place.

~2! Figure 13 shows that there exist many peaks in
transferred energy according to the change in the phase
ference.

Figure 14 shows ranges of ILMs’ energy after collisio
with fixed E1(50.3) and variousE2. We can classify the

.

FIG. 10. An example of multiple collisions;E150.20,E2

50.25.
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FIG. 11. Dynamics of two
ILMs during collision. Same as
Fig. 3 except forE150.20, E2

50.60.
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region into two regions in view of interchange of ILM’
energy: ~b! interchange can take place and~c! not. These
regions correspond to the cases due to the difference
ILM’s energy as classified above in this section. If the ene
difference of two ILMs before collision is relatively smal
the transferred energy becomes so large that the magn
of ILM’s energy interchanges. On the other hand, if the e
ergy difference is large before collision, the transferred
ergy is so small that interchanges do not occur. Transfe
large energy as in the small energy difference case ta
place when the energy of ILMs becomes the same. Once
magnitudes of energy interchange, the energy transfer le
to widening of the energy difference of the two ILMs. The
interchanges do not occur unless energies of ILMs beco
the same. Thus the boundary of the region~b! and ~c! is
determined by whether the two ILMs can transfer so la
energy such that they become of the same energy or no

This mechanism can be explained in view of the diffe
ence of ILM’s angular frequency. In the case of small ene
difference, the difference of angular frequency is also sm
While the ILMs react with each other, the phase differen
changes as time progresses due to the change of energ
ference, but it is relatively small. This means that the cha
in the direction of energy transfer occurs so gradually t
the ILMs have enough time to transfer large energy. In
case of large energy difference, on the other hand, the di
ence of angular frequency is large and this initial differen
is dominant even in the collisional process. The states
advanced phase and delayed phase arise repeatedly in a
time, so that ILMs cannot transfer large energy in one cy
This is the reason why ILMs cannot transfer large enou
energy to cause the interchange of ILM’s energy.

FIG. 12. Energy contour corresponding to Fig. 11.
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Note that the results mentioned above are those
head-on collisions. The case of overtaking collisions is a
considered and some differences from the case of hea
collisions are found:~i! ILMs interact for longer time than
the case of head-on collisions, but~ii ! transferred energy is
much smaller for the same energy case (E15E2). These
differences are caused by differences in relative velocity
the ILMs. Relative velocities in overtaking collisions a
about 0.1 times of those in head-on collisions. The ILM
approach more slowly and do not approach near enoug
interact strongly. Therefore we conclude that the overtak
collisions have lesser importance than the head-on collis
in view of the energy transfer.

V. DISCUSSION

A. The mechanism of energy exchange

Taking into account the results given in the preced
section, we propose a heuristic model so as to explain
energy transfer mechanism. In a previous paper@9#, the
model which describes collisions of solitons in perturb
NLS have been proposed. In this model, solitons are con
ered as particles which attract with potential as distance.
also propose a particle model extended to take the effec
the phase of ILMs into account.

Numerical results show that the transfer of energy in c
lision depends on the phase difference of two ILMs but n
on the magnitude of energy. Figure 15 shows the time va
tion of dE2 /dt and sinDF. We can see that the ILM with
advanced phase absorbs energy from another ILM. The

FIG. 13. Relation between the phase differenceDF at the in-
stance of collision and the energies of ILMs after collision (E18 and
E28). Same as Fig. 5 except forE150.20,E250.60.
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of the energy transferdE1,2/dt becomes zero atDF5p,
2p and dE1,2/dt changes in like manner as sinDF. The
ratedE1,2/dt should be zero atDF50 because of the con
tinuity of dE1,2/dt. Therefore we assume that the ratio
energy transfer is a function ofDF, that is, sinDF.

Figure 15 also implies that the energy transfer of ILM
occurs only when two ILMs approach enough to react a
transferred energy becomes greater as the distance of I
becomes smaller. Therefore we assume that the rate o
ergy transfer also depends on the distance of the ILMs ex
nentially.

Adding to this, two ILMs at near enough distance a
assumed to exert an attractive force on each other when
are almost in phase (DF.0) and a repulsive one when the
are out of phase (DF.p). Because the ILMs withDF
50 fuse and those withDF5p reflect without reaction in
the same energy case, we assume that the force which w
between the ILMs depends on the term2cos(DF) and on
the distance exponentially.

Taking the above assumptions into account, we prop
here a set of equations as follows:

FIG. 14. Relation between the range of ILM’s energy after c
lision and E2 with fixed E1(50.3). White circles indicate large
ILM and black indicate smaller one. Upper circles show maxim
energy and lower ones show minimum energy. Labels~a!–~c! de-
note the energy difference of two ILMs corresponding to the cl
sifications in Sec. IV:~a! same energy case,~b! small energy differ-
ence case, and~c! large energy difference case.

FIG. 15. Time evolution ofdE2 /dt ~solid line! which corre-
sponds to the case of Fig. 7~a!. Dotted line represents the change
sinDF for comparison withdE2 /dt ~see details in Sec. V A!.
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dE1

dt
52

A

2
sinDFexpS 2

x̄

L
D , ~13!

dE2

dt
5

A

2
sinDFexpS 2

x̄

L
D , ~14!

dDF

dt
5F~E2!2F~E1!, ~15!

d2x̄

dt2
52B cosDFexpS 2

x̄

L
D , ~16!

wherex̄ denotes the distance between the two ILMs, andA,
B, and L are constants.A denotes the strength expressin
how the rate of energy transfer depends on the phase di
ence and the distance.B denotes the same strength for th
distance between two ILMs.L is a standard length for non
dimensionalization.F(E) is the function which approxi-
mates the relation between the energyE and the angular
frequencyv of the ILM, and it is given by using a result o
preliminary calculations shown in Fig. 1~a!, as follows:

F~E!5AE11.73. ~17!

We solved these equations numerically for various con
tions in comparison with the full dynamical simulations. Th
results shown in Figs. 16 and 17 agree qualitatively well w
the results of the full dynamical simulations. Figure 1
shows the relation of the phase difference to the transfe
energy corresponding to the case shown in Figs. 5, 9, and
Note that in Fig. 18 there is a range of the phase differe
where the numerical results of Eqs.~13!–~16! do not provide
correct results because the fusion of the ILMs occursx̄
50) in such a range. In the full dynamical simulations, t
results in that range are quite different from the others, sh
ing something like chaotic behaviors.

B. Random collisions in the chaotic breathers

In terms of the properties found in this paper for the ILM
collision, we try to explain certain aspects of the chao
breathers~CBs! @18#. It is observed that many ILMs gene
ated by the modulational instability of the high frequen
initial mode collide with each other and eventually come
form one big ILM which moves in the system in an erra
way and termed the CB.

First, we consider the change of the energy between
fore and after collision. Dauxois and Peyrard@18# pointed
out that the ILM with larger energy absorbs the energy on
average from other ILMs through the collisions. This te
dency is also shown statistically in the Klein-Gordon lattic
@17#. However when we pay attention to the detailed co
sion process, it does not match with the existing explanati
in some cases. In the collision of moving ILMs, the mag
tude of energy can be interchanged in the case where
energy difference of the ILMs before collision is relative
small @see Figs. 7~c! and ~d!#. This inconsistency can be re
solved if we focus only on the magnitude of energyE1 , E2,

-

-
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FIG. 16. Numerical results of
heuristic model equations~13!–
~16! for the energy of ILMs and
the phase difference. Each figur
corresponds to four cases show
in Fig. 7 (E150.20,E250.25).

FIG. 17. Same as Fig. 14 ex
cept forE150.20,E250.60.
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without distinguishing the identity of modes,M1 an M2.
From this point of view, we can say that the energy of t
larger ILM after collision@max(E18 ,E28)# is larger than that
before the collision@max(E1,E2)# in many cases. This can b
a reason why only one breather grows in the formation
CBs. In addition, in the case where the energy differenc
large before the collision, the energy transfer is small and
interchange of the magnitude of energy does not occur. T
the larger ILM also remains larger after collision. In the vie
of exchange of energy, the larger ILM tends to absorb
energy from the smaller ILM in many cases not only of t
results of numerical calculations but also of those of mo
equations.

FIG. 18. Relation between the phase difference and the en
of ILMs after collision calculated by the model equations~13!–
~16!: ~a! E15E250.60; ~b! E150.20,E250.25; and ~c! E1

50.20,E250.60. No points are shown in the region@20.2,DF
,0.2 in ~a! and 20.4,DF,20.05 in ~b!#, because the mode
equations cannot describe the repeated collisions found in the
particle simulations.
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Second, we see the relation of the energy transfer to
chaotic behavior of CBs. Energy transfers of the ILMs som
times become singular due to the strong reaction of t
ILMs. Chaotic scattering of solitons is also reported by Dm
triev et al. in the case of the perturbed NLS system@8–10#.
They have reported irregular scattering of solitons occurr
when the phase difference is nearly zero. There are s
differences i.e., in our result, ILMs can collide inelastica
in almost all phase differences~in the case of small energ
difference!, but in the perturbed NLS case, solitons collid
elastically in a wide range of phase differences. But the
namics of solitons with chaotic scattering is quite similar
the present case.

When two ILMs approach near enough and their ph
difference becomes nearly zero, they affect to attract stron
with each other. As a result they are fused and separ
again. While the ILMs go to fuse, the difference in the a
gular frequency becomes large because of large energy tr
fer to one side. This large difference in the angular freque
causes the next in-phase state within the distance
enough to react. Then subsequent collisions can occur. E
cially, this mechanism can induce a bound state of ILMs@19#
only when two ILMs have the same energy and mirror sy
metry. In other cases the ILMs collide a few times due to
difference in symmetry. In repeated collisions, ILM’s pro
erty changes rapidly as time progresses. The energy~and the
other variables! after collision in the region showing random
changes sensitively depends on the small deviations in
phase difference and energy of the two ILMs before a
during collision. Adding to this, the difference in symmet
affects the behavior of the ILMs during repeated collision
This random and sensitive behavior of the transferred ene
may be a cause for the stochastic behavior of the ILMs.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we examined the collisions of the ILMs
the FPUb lattice in detail, and we showed that the magn
tude of the transferred energy depends crucially on the ph
difference. Taking into account the numerical results of te
poral changes of energy, position and phase of ILMs in
collisional process, we have proposed a simple set of eq
tions that describes the inelastic collisions of the ILMs. T
solutions of these equations could explain the numerical
sults qualitatively very well.

In some cases, the magnitude of the transferred en
sensitively depends on the small phase difference and s
metry, which leads to stochastic changes of the transfe
energy. This is due to the repeated collisions which oc
when the phase difference is close to zero and the dista
between the ILMs is small enough to react. This behav
may have relevance to the stochastic motion of the CBs

Our results of energy transfer are consistent with the
tistical explanation in the previous papers. We can expl
qualitatively the mechanisms of the growth of ILMs in CB
formation process in terms of the results in this paper. Ho
ever, a quantitative comparison of the results of the full d
namical simulations of CBs with those of the model equ
tions proposed in this paper is required as a next step in v

gy

ull
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of the stochastic process of multiple collisions. Adding
this, there remain some problems to be clarified further,
is,

~i! The behavior of ILMs in the crossover region betwe
small and large energy difference and

~ii !detailed analysis of collisions in consideration of t
.

v.

e-

d

06660
at
exact collision point of ILMs. These topics are left for
future investigation.
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